COLORS & PMS NUMBERS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. PIRATES PRESS DOES NOT GUARANTEE AN EXACT MATCH.

PLEASE USE THESE NUMBERS AND COLOR NAMES WHEN PLACING YOUR ORDER.
COLOR CONFIGURATIONS

A SIDE / B SIDE
2 OPAQUE COLORS

A SIDE / B SIDE
2 TRANSPARENT COLORS

A SIDE / B SIDE
1 TRANSPARENT COLOR / 1 OPAQUE COLOR

COLOR IN COLOR
2 OPAQUE COLORS

COLOR IN COLOR
2 TRANSPARENT COLORS

COLOR IN COLOR
1 TRANSPARENT COLOR / 1 OPAQUE COLOR

HALF & HALF

HALF & HALF w/ SPLATTER

STANDARD SPLATTER ON TRANSPARENT

HEAVY SPLATTER ON TRANSPARENT

STANDARD SPLATTER ON OPAQUE

HEAVY SPLATTER ON OPAQUE

SMOKE

A SIDE / B SIDE with SPLATTER

TRI-COLOR

OPAQUE with HAZE
Max 300 Pieces

TRANSPARENT with HAZE
Max 300 Pieces

STRIPE

COLOR IN COLOR
2 TRANSPARENT COLORS

COLOR IN COLOR
1 TRANSPARENT COLOR / 1 OPAQUE COLOR

Tri-COLOR

TRANSPARENT with HAZE
Max 300 Pieces

OPAQUE with HAZE
Max 300 Pieces
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